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Documentary

Apes and Evolution   Entertainment One Discovery
90 min Drama Documentary
This film examines the history and ethics of manipulating human evolution, from early experiments to cross apes and
humans, to present day genetic modification.
Director: Martin Kemp

Our NHS: A Hidden History Uplands TV BBC1
60 min Documentary
Presented by David Olusoga, this programme examines the crucial role immigration has played in the formation and
running of the NHS.
Director: Tim Kirby

Curse of the Ancients Barcroft Studios A&E
60 min Documentary
This series casts new light on the most dramatic extinction-level events in human history and uncovers the power of
catastrophes to transform entire epochs. Spanning 3000 BC to 1500 AD, each episode tells five connected stories
from across Europe and Africa. International experts decode ancient mysteries and make world-first revelations. 

Europe From Above, Series 2 and 3 Windfall Films National Geographic
60 min Documentary
This series of spectacular aerial journeys reveals the secrets of Europe’s most extraordinary countries.

Forgotten Empire Uplands TV BBC 4
60 min Documentary
Presented by David Olusoga, this series looks at the origins of the British Empire.

How the Victorians Built Britain October Films Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Fronted by Michael Buerk, this series uncovers the incredible and surprising stories behind iconic landmarks;
discovers the hidden heroes behind the epic constructions; and finds out how the incredible advances made by the
Victorians forged the world we live in today.

The Windsors Raw TV CNN
2 x 60 min Documentary
This series looks at the families of four British monarchs who have borne the name Windsor, from George V to the
current Queen – Elizabeth II. Episode 4 covers the early years of Prince Charles and Episode 6 starts with the death of
Diana in Paris in 1997 and the difficulties the House of Windsor faced in the aftermath of that tragic event.
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Race for the Whitehouse Raw TV CNN
60 min Drama Documentary
Landmark series that tells the story of America’s most dramatic and consequential presidential elections. Each
episode tells the story of one campaign, culminating with the euphoria or devastation of election night using rarely
seen archive and stylised dramatic reconstructions to bring these ‘behind the scenes’ stories vividly to life.

WWII from Space: V2 Brook Lapping National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Programme using modern LIDAR scanning, this programme takes a fresh look at the production sites of the
Nazi V2 rocket, and the toll the weapon exacted on the nations it targeted and the people who made it.
Director: Martin Kemp

The True Story of... Captain Phillips World Media Rights Reelz and ITV
60 min Drama Documentary
This dramatised reconstruction tells the true story of the Somali Pirate attack on the container ship the
‘Maersk Alabama’ in 2009. The attack was made into the film Captain Phillips, starring Tom Hanks, but the
crew tell a very different story to the movie.
Director: Ian Bremner

Battle of Britain: Model Squadron Love Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Programme to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the RAF, this programme looks at three decisive days of the Battle
of Britain, as model ‘plane enthusiasts attempt to recreate the attacks.
Director: Andy Robbins

Arab Renaissance IWC Media BBC 4

60 min Documentary
Following the sale of Leonardo Da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi to The Louvre Abu Dhabi for $400 million, this
documentary examines the rise of the art market in the Middle East.
Director: Tim Kirby

Strange Evidence WAG TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
A team of experts analyse CCTV footage that seems to defy explanation.
Director: Fraser Mullen

The Channel: Border Blast Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
After the demolition of The Jungle migrant camp in Calais in 2016, this programme follows the build up of a new
wave of migrants, and its effect on those working on, under and around the Channel.
Director: Will Rowson, Alistair Pegg
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Hidden History of Britain: Imber Transparent TV Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Presented by Michael Portillo, this programme recalls the evacuation of the Wiltshire village of Imber in 1943, and
the struggles of the population to be allowed to return to their homes.
Director: Ruairi Fallon

Unearthed: Ghosts of Stonehenge Windfall Films Discovery Science
60 min Documentary
Discovery’s flagship archaeology series investigates the history and most recent archaeological discoveries at this
iconic landmark.
Director: Billie Pink, Series Producer: Mark Bridge

The Never Ending Orgasm ITN Channel 4

60 min Documentary
This programme investigates the phenomenon of hyperorgasmia, following the personal and scientific journey of a
group of women who claim to have never-ending orgasms.
Director: Liz Friend

How the Universe Works Pioneer Productions Discovery Science
4 x 60 min Documentary
Series 5. Discovery’s flagship science programme investigates contemporary science stories. Two of the episodes
Adam edited – “Mystery of Planet 9” and “Secret History of Pluto” – were the top two rated programmes in the
history of the channel.
Director: Mark Bridge

Pompeii: Life Before Death Lion Television Smithsonian, Arte
90 min Documentary
This documentary follows the $150 million restoration programme of Pompeii's buildings, artefacts and the famous
casts of the victims of Vesuvius.
Director: Chris Mitchell

Inside Buckingham Palace Wildfire TV Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Documentary series looking at the history of Buckingham Palace told in archive, drama reconstruction and
interview.
Director: Duncan Bulling

Climate Change: A Horizon Guide BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
From the early pioneers in the 1950s to the general consensus of today, this documentary follows the scientific and
political highs and lows of climate research.
Director: Ben Wilson
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Family Saga BBC BBC2
2 x 60 min Documentary
Each episode follows a group of families united by an event in the past. How did the imprisoning of two warring
teenagers in the 19th Century affect their descendants today – and the descendants of the magistrate who
sentenced them? How is it that some of the descendants of a destitute 19th Century woman are still on benefits,
whilst others have become wealthy?
Director: Tom Giles

Murder: A Horizon Guide BBC BBC 4
60 min Documentary
What drives a person to murder? Are some people predisposed to kill? Are murderers born or made? This
documentary looks at the history of the neurological and genetic research trying to answer these questions.
Director: Davina Bristow

Alien Planets Revealed Darlow Smithson PBS, NOVA,Channel 5
60 min Documentary
The programme charts the development and launch of the Kepler Space Telescope, and its mission to find planets
orbiting distant stars. The programme explores some of the worlds it has discovered and discusses the nature of life
that may evolve there.
NOMINATED: Emmy for Outstanding Science Programming

Imagine: Books, The Final Chapter? BBC BBC1
60 min Documentary
Will the rise of the eBook destroy the traditional bound paper book? Will authors and the publishing industry
survive the changes in technology? Alan Yentob looks at an art form on the cusp of its biggest upheaval since the
invention of printing.
Director: Tim Kirby

Cat Watch 2014: The New Horizon Experiment BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
One of a three part series looking at the behaviour of feral, city and village cats as they struggle to adjust their wild
instincts to a domesticated environment.
Directors: Eileen Inkson and Helen Sage

Everyday Miracles BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
One of a two part series investigating the miracle of modern materials, from the steel used in razor blades to the
nylon in stockings.
Director: William Ellerby, Series Producer: Peter Leonard
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Great Scientists in Their Own Words: The Code of Life BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
This film tells the story of the genetics revolution, from the discovery of the structure of DNA, to the Human
Genome Project, using extraordinary archive interviews with the scientists behind the discoveries.
Director: Peter Leonard

How to Build a Planet BBC BBC Worldwide
60 min Documentary
Using CGI, ‘The Engineer’ assembles the materials, and investigates the processes required to build a planet just like
Earth, high above the Arizona desert.
Director: Arif Nurmohamed

Sex: A Horizon Guide BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
A history of the difficult and sometimes controversial research into human sexuality.
Director:  Michael Duffy

Car Crash: A Horizon Guide BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
Charting the science, engineering and politics that have led to the massive reduction in road deaths since the 1950s.
Director: Suzannah Boyles

Horizon: The Truth About Personality BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
Michael Moseley takes a personal voyage to the frontiers of genetics and neuroscience to find out about the forces
that shape all our personalities.
Director: Helen Nixon

Horizon: The Age of Big Data BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
An examination of the varying uses being made of the huge amount of information now available in databases,
from predicting crime in Los Angeles, to astronomers in South Africa attempting to catalogue the entire universe.
Director: John Fothergill

Horizon: The Truth about Meteors BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
Fast turnaround. In the wake of the meteor that exploded over the Russian town of Chelyabinsk, Professor Iain
Stewart explores what meteorites and asteroids are, where they come from, the danger they pose and the role they
have played in Earth's history.
Director: James Van Der Pool
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Horizon: Defeating the Superbugs BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
Drug resistant bacteria are on the rise, from tuberculosis to MRSA. This programme explores the reasons why these
superbugs are evolving, and what can be done to defeat them.
Director: Diana Hill

Horizon: Eat, Fast and Live Longer BBC BBC2
60 min Documentary
Michael Moseley takes an intensely personal look into the science of fasting, and discovers that following a fasting
regime has pulled him back from the brink of diabetes and high cholesterol.
Director: Kate Dart
WINNER: Best Presentation of Medical Research, European Science TV Awards

Factual Entertainment

The Secret Life of the Holiday Resort Lion TV Channel 5
3 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
The series follows the star and holiday makers at an all-inclusive resort on the Spanish Costa Blanca.

Drama

Fast Train to the Future Qatar TV
3 x 60 min Drama
Children’s Drama. This science-fiction drama takes Qatari children on a train journey to their own futures, to see the
exciting world that awaits them.

Dimensions: A Line, A Loop, A Tangle of Threads Sculptures of Dazzling Complexity
100 min Feature Film
Stephen is a brilliant young scientist who lives in England, in what appears to be the 1930s - but nothing in
Stephen's life is quite as it seems. A tragic event leads Stephen to become obsessed with finding a way to revisit his
past. Love, jealousy, desire and greed surround him, clouding his judgement and sending him spiralling towards
madness.
Starring: Henry Lloyd-Hughes, Olivia Llewellyn, Camilla Rutherford, Patrick Godfrey. Director: Sloane U’Ren
Best Film – London Independent Film Festival
Best Film – Boston Science Fiction Film Festival
Best Film, Best Director – Long Island Film Expo
Best Film, Best Screenplay – Semana Internacional de Cine Fantástico de la Costa del Sol Best Film – Crystal Palace
International Film Festival
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